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Message from the Assistant Commissioner Rural Operations

Firefighting is a hazardous job and there are many risks involved when working to protect 

a community against bushfire and the safety of each of the 34,000 Rural Fire Service (RFS) 

volunteers is paramount.

The Queensland Fire and Rescue Service is committed to the Department of Community Safety’s 

policy of Zero Harm, through a strategy founded on the principle that the safety of its people 

is a value that cannot be compromised. Safety is directly linked to the development and 

maintenance of operational and support skills of all RFS volunteers.  Achievement of Zero Harm 

is assisted through active learning and achievement of the knowledge and skills contained 

within the Volunteer Learning and Development Framework (VLDF).  

This will ensure that all RFS volunteers have the ability to limit the potentially devastating 

impacts of bushfire on themselves, on their brigade and on the local community.

The VLDF is a training structure based upon linking the different RFS training programs to the 

knowledge and skill needed for both operational and support roles. Through this alignment of 

each training program to a specific role, volunteers have the opportunity to not only acquire the 

necessary skills for their chosen role but also to develop new skills and progress through the 

various ranks and positions for their own personal development and satisfaction as well as for 

the benefit of their community.

It is also important to note that the VLDF recognises previous training programs; meaning that 

any training that has been previously completed will not need to be repeated simply because 

course names or course codes have changed.

I encourage you to discuss your options and areas of interest with your colleagues, team mates 

and Rural Operations staff. The Queensland RFS takes pride in its members and the service it 

provides to communities, and being well prepared and well trained is crucial to the effective 

preparation and response to bushfires. 

Steve Rothwell AFSM 

Assistant Commissioner Rural Operations 

Queensland Fire and Rescue Service
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Necessity of Training

Training is an essential part of being a brigade volunteer in the Rural Fire 

Service. Training on commencement with a brigade and regular ongoing 

skills maintenance, enables you to have the necessary knowledge, skills 

and abilities to perform your role safely and effectively. In Queensland, 

Workplace Health and Safety laws place obligations on both employers and 

workers (including volunteers) to take every step to ensure safety at work.

Training is an essential part of meeting this legal obligation and achieving 

both your safety and that of your fellow team members.

Why have a Rural Fire Service Volunteer Learning  
and Development Framework?
QFRS Rural Operations has embarked on a series of reforms over recent years to ensure the 

support and resources provided to rural fire brigades and volunteers is appropriate and 

sufficient to maintain the valuable volunteer services that assist in mitigating the risk to 

communities from the impacts of wildfire. Among those reforms are changes to the classification 

of brigades based upon the functions and services provided, and the subsequent identification 

of operational and support volunteer roles.

To support volunteers in these roles it is necessary to provide appropriate training programs 

so that volunteers are able to attain the level of knowledge and skills necessary to safely and 

effectively undertake their chosen brigade role.

The Volunteer Learning and Development Framework is a flexible training structure on which 

the learning and development of volunteers is structured. It provides clear identification of role 

based skills that are a learning and development pathway from new recruit to first officer.
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Does this mean more training?

For some volunteers the answer is definitely yes, although the training focus will be upon 

ensuring the appropriate levels of underpinning knowledge and skills are suitably covered 

to ensure the safety and effectiveness of operational command leadership and management 

during operations.

For others, however, the training they have undertaken in the past combined with the  

continued activities undertaken within the brigade is sufficient to address the requirements  

of their current role. 

For long standing and experienced volunteers, there is the opportunity to ensure that their 

existing knowledge and skills are formally recognised against the Firefighter Minimum Skills 

(FMS) without necessarily needing to attend further FMS training courses.

What is the Volunteer Learning and Development Framework all about?
Some of the courses in the Volunteer Learning and Development Framework (VLDF) will be 

familiar to existing volunteers. Since 2002 the training focus has been upon firefighter minimum 

skills, through delivery of Fire Management One (FM1), which a large number of volunteers 

have completed. For these volunteers the old FM1 certification is recognised as equivalent to 

the newly introduced FMS. For new wildfire firefighter trainees the program has been expanded 

slightly. In the same way, the training provided for supervisory roles such as Crew Leader is now 

covered within the Officer Development Program.

Note: You will not be required to ‘redo’ any training that you have previously undertaken that is 

recognised as equivalent to current training programs.

There is also an updated Rural Fire Service Awareness (RFSA) program that has been released 

in an easy to follow self-paced printed workbook and DVD learning mode. The RFSA program 

is directed principally towards those many volunteers who are members of designated Primary 

Producer Brigades whose activity with the brigade is infrequent and as an entry program for 

brigade membership.

The RFSA program is the keystone within the VLDF, in that everyone who wishes to participate 

with the Rural Fire Service will need to have completed this induction program. 

The RFSA program will provide the appropriate knowledge of the operational structure of 

emergency service response, it will emphasise the importance of safety and provide an 

appreciation of the particular aspects of working with fire.
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Access to Training

You will be able to access training through your brigade, at locally programmed training sessions 

and training held at area and regional venues. Brigade training is organised and managed by 

your Brigade Training Officer (BTO), often with the assistance of a Volunteer Area Training Officer 

(VATO) and on occasions, the area Brigade Training and Support Officer (BTSO). Courses other 

than Firefighter Minimum Skills and Firefighter Advanced Skills often require completion of 

a nomination form and some courses will require endorsement by the brigade management 

committee or First Officer. Training events outside of your brigade are planned and organised for 

wider attendance and will also require you to complete an enrolment form and, for some State 

managed courses, there will be a requirement to nominate for the training as places on a course 

might be limited.

Along with role structured training, another important feature of the Volunteer Learning and 

Development Framework (VLDF) is ensuring that the time you need to commit to attend training 

events ‘face-to-face’ does not place unrealistic demands upon you. 

To assist in reducing this “classroom” time component, the programs that make-up the VLDF  

will include the opportunity for you to manage and complete the knowledge components of 

each course at times that suit you and your commitments. This will be achieved through the use 

of materials that allow you to work in a self-paced manner and includes access to what is known 

as flexible learning - where information is made available through a number of options including 

DVDs and online. 

Flexible learning is an exciting opportunity that offers real advantages in providing training to 

volunteers, however methods such as e-Learning are not for everyone and as such it will be  

your choice.
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How is training delivered?
Organisation of training within the Volunteer Learning and Development Framework is centred 

around the volunteer role and is delivered by both volunteer and staff trainers. 

The following table shows both the minimum training qualification necessary and the training 

role for each category of trainer.

Role Minimum Requirements Trainer/Assessor Role

BTO Elected by the Brigade Coordination of training but no Assessment

VATO Category C 3 Units of Cert IV in Training 
and Assessment

Trainer and Assessor (under supervision of 
the Area Training and Support Officer (ATSO) 
or Category A VATO)

VATO Category B 3 Units of Cert IV in Training 
and Assessment

VATO Category A Full Cert IV in Training and 
Assessment

Trainer and Assessor (supervision of other 
trainers at direction of ATSO)

What flexible learning options are available?

As part of the exciting new direction in learning and development, volunteers now have more 

options to choose from when undertaking training. These options include a range of different 

learning choices for example Workbooks, Podcasts, DVDs and even online courses (delivered via 

computer), which all supplement face-to-face training. Having a range of options allows volunteers 

to choose what best suits their lifestyle and learning style; this will be particularly beneficial for 

those volunteers who find it difficult to dedicate large blocks of time to face-to-face training.

To support this new direction there is also a significant increase in learning and development 

information available to volunteers. The Volunteer Portal provides access to vital information 

such as weather warnings, safety alerts, brigade management tools and most importantly 

training information and updates on new products and initiatives.

So what’s currently available?
There are a number of resources that are already available for use, for example the Volunteer 

Portal Training Toolbox, the Rural Fire Service Awareness program, Understanding Wildfire 

program, Wildfire Prediction Tools, Managing Difficult Situations and First Aid. There are also a 

number of new programs currently being developed and many more planned for the future. For 

more information log on to the Learning Centre page of the Volunteer Portal or contact your local 

Brigade Training and Support Officer.  
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The RFS Volunteer Portal

The RFS Volunteer Portal is a dynamic and interactive website and communication tool  

designed to keep volunteers up-to-date with important news and information that can assist 

them in their role.  

On the RFS Volunteer Portal you will find everything from latest news, fortnightly video updates 

from Rural Operations staff, weather conditions and Fire Danger Ratings, to video learning clips 

and access to brigade maps. 
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Accessing the RFS Volunteer Portal 

With this booklet you will have received a letter that advises you of your 

Volunteer ID number.  To access the portal visit the RFS Website at  

www.ruralfire.qld.gov.au and click on the “Connect to the Volunteer 

Portal” link at the bottom of the home page. 

First time users: As a first time user you will need to “register” for the 

site.  This will give you a User Name and Password.  To register select 

the “New User” button, which will take you to the registration page.

Enter your full first and last name (initials and nicknames cannot be 

used, and the first letter of each name must be a capital), gender, email 

address and date of birth into the fields provided.  You will then be 

asked for your membership number, which is your Volunteer ID number.  

You then need to create and confirm your password and select a secret 

question and answer.  Once you have completed all the fields select 

the “Submit” button.  Your username will now be displayed on a new 

screen.  Make sure you remember your username and password as this 

gives you access to the site. 

You only need to register once.  From then on when you go to the site 

you will simply need to enter your username and password into the 

fields provided and hit “Submit”, wait for the welcome screen to load, 

then click the “Visit RFS” link and you will be taken to the RFS  

Volunteer Portal.

If you have any difficulties accessing the site contact the ICS Service 

Centre on 07 3247 8555  between 7.30am and 6pm Monday to Friday. 
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Volunteer Learning and Development Framework

The Volunteer Learning and Development Framework (VLDF) consists of nine training programs 

that address the different categories of activities applicable to volunteers of the Rural Fire 

Service. The VLDF is organised to provide the necessary knowledge and skills for any involvement 

with a rural fire brigade. Your Brigade Training Officer or Area Office staff can advise you on the 

VLDF training program that is applicable to your current role in the brigade.

Rural Fire Service Awareness

The Rural Fire Service Awareness (RFSA) program is applicable to all persons joining a rural fire 

brigade, whether as a Firefighter or as a Support Member. It is also applicable to other persons 

who work with a rural fire brigade such as SES members, Local Government employees and 

media representatives. 

Anyone joining a rural fire brigade as a Support Member is expected to complete the RFSA, 

either prior to joining the brigade or soon after being accepted as a member of the brigade. 

For members undertaking the Firefighter Minimum Skills (FMS) completion of the RFSA is a 

prerequisite before commencing the FMS program.

The RFSA program is the basic knowledge required for working with a rural fire brigade, it is 

knowledge based and can be undertaken as a flexible learning course available in an e-Learning 

format (DVD) or as a self-directed program (booklet). The program may also be delivered face-to-

face as a trainer led session. 

The RFSA training program consists of the following three courses:

• Working with the Rural Fire Service (RFSA001) 

• Safety in the Rural Fire Service (RFSA002) 

• Understanding Wildfire (RFSA003) 
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Primary Producer Brigade 

What Is a Primary Producer Brigade 
A Primary Producer Brigade (PPB) is a registered rural fire brigade where members derive 

their livelihood from primary production. Fire is an integral component of property production 

systems and brigade members rely on property-based equipment for mitigation and firefighting 

with the self-help concept of neighbour helping neighbour. A PPB has minimal contact with 

QFRS and a range of factors have been identified to classify a brigade as a PPB.

A principal feature of a PPB is the reduced training demand for brigade members. The Volunteer 

Learning and Development Framework identifies the minimum skills and training requirements 

for PPB Officers (Team Leaders) and registered PPB volunteers. All registered members of a 

PPB will be required to complete the Rural Fire Service Awareness (RFSA) program which is 

knowledge based and provides PPB members with information on the organisational structure 

of emergency services. It emphasises the importance of safety and provides an appreciation  

of the particular aspects of working with fire.

The RFSA program for PPB volunteers is available either as a self-directed booklet or in an 

e-Learning DVD format.  The courses that makeup the RFSA training program can be undertaken 

with a minimal requirement for actual face-to-face course attendance by accessing these flexible 

delivery modes.

The RFSA program for PPB volunteers is available either as a booklet for self-directed activity 

or in an e-Learning DVD format. The courses that makeup the RFSA training program can be 

undertaken with a minimal requirement for actual face-to-face course attendance by accessing 

these flexible delivery modes.

For the PPB Team Leaders, including the elected First Officer, there is the additional requirement 

of completing the Firefighters Minimum Skills Program (FMS 100) and the First Officer Program 

(VFO500). The First Officer Program provides the required underpinning knowledge and skills 

that will help lead to a more effective brigade management process.
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Firefighter Development Program

The Firefighter Development Program is applicable to all firefighter members of rural fire 

brigades. It consists of two streams, the Firefighter Minimum Skills and Firefighter  

Advanced Skills.

Firefighter Minimum Skills

Course Description 
The Firefighter Minimum Skills (FMS) training program covers the knowledge and basic skills 

needed to respond to wildfire and carry out hazard mitigation activities as a member of a rural 

fire brigade while under supervision. The program covers brigade induction, basic safety, 

working as a team member, the use and maintenance of equipment and information on the 

aspects of wildfire.

Prerequisite   
Completion of the Rural Fire Service Awareness Program.

Modes for Learning
• Face-to-Face individual or group 

• Self-paced via hard copy or electronic (PDF) workbooks

Training is a mixture of theory and practice within your local brigade with support from a Brigade 

Training Officer, under the supervision of a qualified trainer such as a Volunteer Area Training 

Officer or a staff trainer. The time you will need to commit towards learning and developing your 

skills to complete the FMS is typically around 20 hours with additional time required for you to 

practice your skills in the brigade prior to assessment.
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Assessment Process
Assessment will be based on the demonstration of both underpinning knowledge and practical 

skills over a period of time during brigade training sessions, and will then be recorded within 

a FMS Training & Assessment Record Book.  A range of practical assessment processes will be 

used to collect evidence over time of your knowledge and competence in the skill requirements 

of the FMS program.

Outcome
While you are engaged in undertaking FMS your membership status is that of Trainee Firefighter. 

On successful completion of the FMS program your status is upgraded to that of Firefighter and 

you are then able to wear the Firefighter rank insignia.  

Firefighter Advanced Skills

Course Description
The Firefighter Advanced Skills (FAS) training program builds on the Firefighter Minimum  

Skills (FMS) and provides advanced skills for brigade members to deal with the range of 

risks that confront those brigades that have additional fire response and community safety 

requirements. Firefighters who have completed the FAS would work on the fire ground without 

constant supervision.

These more advanced skills will underpin your firefighting competence and strengthen your 

capacity to participate in activities such as hazard reduction burning as well as participating  

in short duration and extended responses, often with auxiliary and permanent urban fire 

brigades. Also available are optional courses that provide the opportunity for you to attain  

skills to address specific risks that exist within your brigade area such as responding to 

structure fires, hazards associated with hazardous materials, road crashes and urban/rural 

interface (iZone) issues.
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Prerequisite
You must have attained the rank of Firefighter by successfully completing the FMS  

training program.

Modes for Learning
• Face-to-Face individual or group 

• Self-paced via hard copy or electronic (PDF) workbooks

Training is a mixture of theory and practice that occurs both within your brigade and at 

programmed courses that are delivered by Volunteer Area Training Officers and QFRS staff. 

These courses are held both locally and at area and regional locations. The time you will  

need to commit towards learning and developing your skills to complete FAS is typically  

around 30 hours with additional time required for you to practice your skills in the brigade  

prior to assessment.

Assessment Process
Assessment will be based on demonstrations of underpinning knowledge and practical skill 

over a period of time during brigade training sessions and will then be recorded within a FAS 

Training & Assessment Record Book. A range of practical assessment processes will be used  

to collect evidence over time of your knowledge and competence in the skill requirements of  

the FAS program.  

Outcome 
On successful completion of the FAS program you are granted the rank of Senior Firefighter and 

are then able to wear the Senior Firefighter rank insignia. You will also be awarded a nationally 

recognised Certificate II in Public Safety (Firefighting Operations) (PUA20701).
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Officer Development Program

The Officer Development Program (ODP) is applicable to all firefighter members of rural fire  

brigades who have completed the Firefighter Development Program. The ODP has two parts,  

Crew Leader and Brigade Officer.

Crew Leader 

Course Description 
The Crew Leader (CL) training program is the initial stage of training in the Officer Development  

Program. A CL leads a small crew of firefighters at an incident. Typically this is undertaken by 

taking charge of an appliance or a group of brigade members with slip-on units. As a CL you 

may also take charge of a Level 1 response as the Incident Controller.

Prerequisite
You must have attained the rank of Senior Firefighter by successfully completing the Firefighter  

Advanced Skills program and have your nomination endorsed by your brigade. The QFRS Rural 

Operations Area Director is required to approve your nomination before you can commence  

the program.

Modes of Learning
• Face-to-face instructor-led

• Self-paced via hard copy or electronic (PDF) workbooks

• E-learning via DVD format

• Online self-directed learning

As a participant in the CL (Wildfire) training program there is a requirement for you to undertake 

some self-directed study. The time you will need to commit towards learning and developing 

your skills to complete the CL training program is typically around 20 hours with additional 

time required for you to develop your knowledge and practice your skills in the brigade prior 

to assessment. Training is a mixture of theory and practice that occurs at programmed courses 

delivered by QFRS staff assisted by Volunteer Area Training Officers. These courses are generally 

held at area and regional locations.
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Assessment Process
Assessment will be based on your effective use of underpinning knowledge and demonstration 

of your practical skills to fulfil the role and meet the demands of a CL (Wildfire). Your Brigade 

Officers will also be consulted for their professional opinion (via a third party report) as to 

your competence in fulfilling the required CL (Wildfire) operational skill set. The assessment 

component of the CL (Wildfire) program is undertaken over a period which includes a  

practical assessment.

Outcome
Upon successful completion of the CL training program, you will be appointed to the rank  

of Crew Leader and are then able to wear the Crew Leader rank insignia.

Brigade Officer

Course Description 
A Brigade Officer (BO) assists the First Officer in the management of mitigation and response 

activities of the brigade, typically at a Level 1 Incident as the Incident Controller, and to safely 

deploy brigade volunteers and resources. The courses cover basic leadership, AIIMS and IMS, 

supervising a response, providing briefings as well as mapping and navigation skills. In addition 

there are non-program course options which provide an opportunity to develop skills  

in mitigation, planning and management plus practical leadership.

Prerequisite
You must have attained the rank of Crew Leader by successfully completing the Crew Leader 

(Wildfire) training program and have your nomination endorsed by your brigade. The QFRS  

Rural Operations Area Director is required to approve your nomination before you can 

commence the program.
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Modes of Learning
• Face-to-face instructor-led

• Self-paced via hard copy or electronic (PDF) workbooks

• E-Learning via DVD format

The ‘face-to-face’ course component of the BO training program is 
typically around 30 hours with additional time required for you to 
develop your knowledge and practice your skills in the brigade prior 
to assessment. 

Assessment Process
Assessment will be based on both your underpinning knowledge 

and current practical skills. Your First Officer and Group Officer will 

also be consulted for their professional opinion (via a third party 

report) as to your competence in fulfilling the required operational 

skill set of a BO.

Outcome
Upon successful completion of the BO training program, you will be 

eligible to be appointed into the Brigade Officer role and then be 

able to wear the Brigade Officer rank insignia.

You will also be awarded a nationally recognised Certificate III in 

Public Safety (Firefighting Operations) (PUA30701).
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Brigade Management Program

The Brigade Management Program is applicable to all firefighter members of rural fire brigades  

who have completed the Firefighter and Officer Development Programs and are seeking appointment  

in a First Officer or Group Officer role. 

First Officer Training Program

Course Description 
The First Officer’s (FO) primary role is that of a brigade manager and as such, is therefore responsible  

for the overall operation of the brigade, the safety of members and the proper use and deployment  

of resources. The FO training program will provide you with a contemporary understanding and  

enhanced skills in applying and using the QFRS Rural Fire Brigade Manual. You will also gain a clear 

understanding of your responsibilities as a FO and your powers as authorised through the Fire and  

Rescue Service Act 1990. This training program will furthermore help to prepare you in managing  

and resolving difficult situations and problems at a brigade level as well as planning and managing  

wildfire mitigation activities to achieve a high degree of community safety. 

Prerequisite
A nomination approved by your local QFRS Rural Operations Area Office and successful completion  

of the Brigade Officer training program (VBO400) in full. 

Modes of Learning
• Face-to-Face individual or group 

• Self-paced via hard copy or electronic (PDF) workbooks

• E-Learning via DVD format  

• Online self-directed learning

The ‘face-to-face’ course component of the FO training program is typically around 15 hours  
with additional time required for you to develop your knowledge and practice your skills prior  
to assessment.

Assessment Process
Assessment will be based on both your knowledge and skills as well as an evaluation of your practical 

skills by your QFRS Rural Operations Area Director in consultation with your Local Group Officer.

Outcome
Successful completion of the FO training program will not automatically entitle you to wear the  

First Officer rank insignia, unless you are elected as your brigade First Officer.   
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Non-Program Courses

A number of non-program courses may be available to individual volunteers and brigades with 

the support of their QFRS Rural Operations Area Director. Generally, these courses are made 

available because of the identified need for particular skills to support the activities of the 

brigade or because the brigade has some special risks.

Some of these courses are provided by private training providers and some are also 

programmed and delivered through the School of Fire and Rescue Service Training.

The availability of these courses is limited, and therefore, available places on any course are 

coveted. To ensure an equitable opportunity is provided to everyone, you will need to complete 

the course nomination form available from your Area Office.

If your nomination is successful, you will be notified by your Area Training and Support Officer 

or, if the program is a State Managed Course, by the Manager Rural Training - Delivery.

The following table shows non-program courses that may be available to you in your area. 

Course Name
Course 
Code

Course Name
Course 
Code

Perform CPR VSD701
AFAC Volunteer  

Leaders Program
VSD711

Provide Basic Emergency Life 

Support (PBELS)
VSD702 i Zone Awareness VSD716

Apply First Aid VSD703 RCR Awareness CSD717

4 x 4 Driving VSD705 Structural Fire Response VSD719

4 x 4 Familiarisation–Medium 

Response iZone Appliances
VSD706
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Fire Warden Program

The Fire Warden Program is available to all volunteer Fire Wardens and includes those people 

who are both members and non-members of rural fire brigades and QFRS staff.

The Fire Warden Program aims to ensure that the knowledge and skills necessary to perform 

the important community safety service are readily available and that such expertise remains 

contemporary.
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